9760 Tactical Mobile Computer

The rugged 9760 Tactical Mobile Computer (TMC) operating TacFuels® software provides the local fuel farm operator real-time inventory data to manage, account for and report on their current fuel stocks and transactional fuel movements (receipts and issues) on a daily basis and then transfer this data to Command/Fleet headquarters.

Benefits and Features

- Integral part of the Varec TacFuels system solution
- Fully ruggedized design - MIL-STD-8106 tested
- Fully sealed all-weather design - IP65 compliant
- Approved for use in Class 1 Div. 2 (zones ABCD) hazardous areas - UL 1604 certified
- Intel® Core Processor technology with Windows® 64 bit operating system
- 14" HD outdoor display - Direct-Vue™ technology
- Mobile broadband and GPS options

Configuration & Programming

All programming and configuration is performed by Varec’s engineering services before the unit leaves the factory. Please contact a Varec sales representative for further information.
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